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  Lake Taupo Yacht Club Inc. 

A.G.M. 14th  June 2020 AGENDA  

1. Welcome: 

2. Bereavements:         

3. Apologies: as noted  
4. Minutes from Annual General Meeting  9th  June 2019                                                

(Checked for accuracy @ 11th July 2019 General Committee meeting )  

5. Matters Arising: None identified  
6. Reports: All circulated  with booklet                                                                                            

6.1 Commodore -Alan Simpson                                                                                                       

6.2 Vice Commodore  - Position vacant                                                                                            

6.3 Rear Commodore (Acting)– Peter Roberts                                                                                 

6.4 Health and Safety -Philip Kidson 

7. Financial Report: - Clare Ngatai 

8. Recommended subscriptions 2020- 2021 season It is recommended that:-                

Senior  -$260,    2 Person Family -$288         3 or more Family  -$302,    Associate -$50 

These amounts include the Yachting New Zealand levy. 

Mid-term or part year subscriptions for members joining after 31 December, be:                                                               

Senior  $140            2 Person Family $170                 3 or more Family - $185          

Associate- $50 (Unchanged) 
9. Election Flag Officers                                                                                                                     

9.1 Commodore:-  Alan Simpson Proposed -Peter Roberts.  Seconded -  Ian Stretton                                                       

9.2 Vice Commodore:- Philip Kidson  Proposed- Laurie Swift ,  Seconded –Peter Roberts                                                                                                              

9.3 Rear Commodore:- Peter Roberts Proposed Alan Simpson. Seconded –Jamie Dale     

10. Election of General Committee:      (Nominations remain open until AGM)                        

3 Flag Officers  + 4 General members                                                                                                           

10.1   Nick vanDer Vlerk-   Proposed – Matt Ryder.    Seconded –   Phil Clarke                                                                                   

10.2        Proposed –   Seconded  -                                                                                                         

10.3        Proposed -    Seconded –                                                                                                  

10.4        Proposed - Seconded -                                                                                   

11. General Business:                                                                                                                      

11.1. Remit:-  Re Changes to the Constitution                                                                             

Proposer: Matt Ryder    Seconder Phil Clarke                                                                                                           

Details: As per attached remit and covering statement 



      LAKE TAUPO YACHT CLUB( INCORPORATED    

   AGM  9th  June 2019 

1. Welcome:   Commodore Alan Simpson welcomed everyone and invited Dean Roe to the 

floor. Dean announced that it was his pleasure to introduce Grainne Simmonds, a long 

standing volunteer with the Yacht Club who quietly got on with, amongst other things over 

the last 20 years, helping on the Learn to Sail programme.  Commodore Alan then conferred 

Life Membership on Grainne who thanked everyone. 

 Present:- Rob Bleakley, Ants Byett, Jenni and Jamie Dale, Caroline and Joe Dale, 

Logan Hammersley, Joanna and Philip Kidson, John Mclennan, Kerry Nash, Dean Roe, 

Graham Robinson,  Matt Ryder, David Sherwood, Grainne Simmonds, Joy and Alan Simpson, 

Laurie and Alan Swift, Bob Tinworth and Peter Webb. 

2. Apologies: Phil Clarke, Bob Jollands, June Roberts,  Thomas Schwartz, Christine and John 

Thornton, Martin Watkins.    Noted J. Kidson/P. Webb - accepted. 

3. Bereavements: Commodore Alan lead members to stand in silence to remember those 

who had died this last year These included, Patron Albert Pointon, long standing sailing 

member Adam Stachnik and Charter member Gordon Dawson's wife Merle. 

4. Minutes from Annual General Meeting 10th June 2018. These were checked for accuracy 

at the General Committee meeting 14th July 2018.                                                        

      Accepted as a true record, L. Swift/P. Webb - agreed 

5. Matters Arising:          

 5.1  Replacement of chairs. Dean Roe reminded the committee that this issue had 

not been addressed. Agreed to go on the General Committee agenda for the next month. 

6. Reports: All reports had been circulated prior to the meeting. As the Vice Commodore, 

Rear Commodore and the Health and Safety Officer were not present, the Commodore read 

all reports. 

 6.1 Commodore: Alan Simpson The space between AGM’s seems to get shorter and 

shorter each year. It hardly seems 12 months has passed since I last had the privilege of 

preparing this report.           

 This season saw a return to “normal” weather conditions, moderate temperatures 

and generally lighter breezes with a long autumn.       

 This year the Club completed the refurbishment of P2 over the winter months and it 

was back in the water in time for the start of spring sailing.  The project came in over 

budget, but the additional work complete has presented a vessel that will see us through for 

a number of years.           

 The Club took up the opportunity to obtain adjacent berths in the Nukuhau Marina 

for Ena Seager and P2.   Despite sometimes challenging access, the berths were seen as a 

better option than the berths it had been allocated in the town marina, following its 

redevelopment.   The new berths offer stern access in slack water at all times enabling safer 

access conditions to the boats.         

 Learn to Sail was again a great success.  While the number of junior sailors was down 



on previous years, this year was notable with 3 fully subscribed adult learn to sail classes in 

the Club Topaz dinghies.          

 We are pleased to welcome Bayleys Taupo on board as a Learn to Sail and Regatta 

sponsor for the next 3 years.   This is a follow on from Bayleys previous short term 

sponsorship arrangement and evidences Bayleys commitment to helping your people 

acquire sailing skills.           

 For this season the Club introduced Clubhub as its membership system.   Not without 

its challenges, the system has run for a year and has proved to be an effective member 

management system.  

  Our membership continues to be strong with the recent return to Yachting NZ 

declaring our membership at 149 Senior, Family and Honorary members.                      

 Honorary members are the glue that holds the Club together.   We normally don’t 

draw attention to this class of membership but these are the members who have no other 

affiliation to sailing other than they want to be part of the Club and they undertake key roles 

that keep the club moving.  They would be embarrassed if I named them but our thanks go 

out to them for their commitment to the Club.   Thankyou on behalf of our members. 

 During the past 12 months the Committee has taken the opportunity to review the 

Club’s constitution.   The document has been dissected on a clause by clause basis and, 

where necessary, changes have been made to ensure the objectives of the Club are 

enshrined in the Constitution, the direction of the Club is forward looking and the revisions 

reflect the way the Club operates in the modern arena.   The revised Constitution will be 

subject to members’ acceptance later in this meeting.   I commend the Committee for the 

way in which it conducted the review and thank the members who took time to review our 

work and make submissions.        

 Once again LTYC provided a full regatta programme commencing with our ever 

popular Wooden Boats Regatta in November and ending with the Easter Trailer Yacht 

Regatta in April.   It takes a tremendous amount of the Club’s resource to successfully 

complete our regatta programme and on behalf of the regatta sailors, our thanks goes to 

those volunteers who gave their time to make sure that the regattas ran smoothly.                        

  There were no questions or comments.      A. Simpson/P. Webb – accepted. 

 6.2 Vice Commodore: -Mike Hindrup The building is in pretty good shape with a few 

things to attend to which are pretty cosmetic …..bar tops need attention and trims for the 

kitchen yet to be installed.        

 .......over the last 12 months we have had a few leaks around the foyer area and we 

seemed to only have problems when there is one off heavy down pours….keeping a close 

eye on the gutters etc        

 …..windows to the lake side of the building have been cleaned at long last improving 

the outlook…           

 We yet again have to discuss the key situation and are close to deciding if we use key 

pads and electronic tabs for entry. This is all depending on cost etc…..   

 Pretty keen to hear from any member as problems arise concerning the building and 

look forward to the coming season        
 M. Ryder asked for clarification and costs around a possible security system. The 



Commodore explained that all the costs had not been received but it was a much cheaper system 

than the previous one considered.      M. Hindrup/J. Kidson – accepted 

 6.3 Rear Commodore: Michelle Woodfield I would firstly like to acknowledge our 

members who continue to make this club the friendly enjoyable place that it is.  We 

continue to get great feedback about our learn to sail programmes, our regattas and our 

club in general.           

 Once again we held a comprehensive sailing programme with our regattas, 

Wednesday and Sunday racing, Saturday centreboard sailing, learn to sail programmes and 

teams sailing.  Unfortunately, we didn’t manage to fit the Pirate regatta in this season.  Our 

regattas continue to be remembered by visiting sailors for the hospitality that we always 

offer.              

 Blake joined the club as coach for the second season running and he was supported 

by Clementine and Scott.  We continue to receive great feedback from sailors and parents 

including those who have not continued with the club.  This season proved to be more 

challenging for attracting new juniors to learn to sail.  We had smaller numbers but the 

smaller classes meant that the sailors had more attention from our coach and progressed 

well.  A number of sailors continued to sail following the learn to sail course but as we have 

in previous seasons a number of those sailors dropped off as the season progressed.   

 Retention difficulties is an area that warrants attention by the incoming committee 

as the flow on effects continue for some time.  This season we did not have an optimist 

open fleet as a few years ago no sailors continued to sail after the first season.    

 The investment in the two Topaz yachts paid off with three fully subscribed adult 

learn to sail courses run.  From these courses we have retained four sailors who have 

become active members of the club.         

 Volunteers continue to be the heart of our club and the time they dedicate is 

essential to the time they dedicate is essential to the smooth running of our sailing 

programme.           

 It has been great to see the increase in centreboards out on a Wednesday night but 

with many of our junior parents and adult members sailing both in the trailer yacht and 

centreboard fleet it has been challenging to fill the rib roster this season.  These sailing 

members tend to volunteer at other times and in other ways such as with Saturday sailing 

and race officer duties.  This situation is likely reflective of the absence of an optimist open 

fleet which in the past would have had parents on the water supporting their sailor.   

 My thanks to the sailing committee and those involved in the junior sailing 

programme for their input and expertise this season.      

 Also, I would like to acknowledge the hard work of our Commodore and other 

committee members who took on more this season when my time became limited.  As it is 

unclear what my work commitments will look like over the next year I have decided not to 

re-stand for re-election.  I also hope to have free time to further pursue some personal 

sailing and join the laser fleet on warm Wednesday nights.        

 This season we introduced a new handicapping system for greater transparency but 

there doesn’t appear to be any handicapping system that works for everyone and all bring 

their challenges.            The 



MOSS exemption is still in progress and I hope to finish this off as I exit the role.   Lastly the 

committee made a commitment to support funding applications for two 420 yachts to finish 

the set of team’s boats.  At this stage there have not been any suitable second-hand boats 

come up for sale.        Best wishes to the 

incoming committee       M. Ryder asked a 

question about the date the MOSS Exemption certificate was needed to be completed. G. 

Simmonds asked if Blake Woodfield would be coaching next season. The Rear Commodore 

needs to attend to both questions.   M. Woodfield/P.Kidson – accepted  

6.4  Health and Safety: Ian Stretton     The year has passed with only a few incidents being 

reported.  None were serious; however, one had the potential to be, when a sailor was 

knocked on the head and went over the side, resulted in suspected concussion.  This 

incident only highlights the importance of wearing life jackets and to expect the 

unexpected.            

 Other incidents involved the undulating/potholed apron and property damage.  A 

hole appeared in the apron above a stormwater outlet (broken pipe), an individual stepped 

into the hole resulting minor injury.  The pipe was repaired, and the ground levelled in the 

immediate area by Taupo District Council.         

 Damage was caused to a patrol boat trailer when it impacted with the stanchion at 

the entry to the apron (security chain stanchion), resulted in minor damage to the 

mudguard. No questions or comments made   I.Stretton/L.Hammersley -accepted.  

A. Byett proposed a vote of thanks for all the work done by the reporters. Agreed by all. 

7. Financial Report: Logan Hammersley  Treasurer Logan presented his report and 

answered the many questions, 

8. Subscriptions: The Treasurer went through the recommendations. The major question 

revolved around the need for transparency as to the break down of how the subscriptions 

are made up. The Commodore will email the information to members.  It was agreed to 

rename the 'Senior' class as 'Individual'. Recommendations agreed L.Hammersley/P. Webb 

9. Election Flag Officers:              

Commodore - Alan Simpson - Proposed Alan Swift, Seconded Joanna Kidson                 

Vice Commodore - Mike Hindrup - Proposed Peter Roberts Seconded Joanna Kidson        

Rear Commodore - No nominations received.         

As two of the Flag Officer's positions were unapposed, both were re-elected.                        

The Commodore explained that the Rear Commodore's role would be shared by members 

of the General Committee. 

10. Election of Committee members - 4 needed - 3 nominations received prior to the 

meeting.                

1. Joanna Kidson Proposed Laurie Swift, seconded Peter Roberts          

2. Kerry Nash Proposed Alan Simpson, seconded Peter Roberts          

3. Ian Stretton -Proposed Joanna Kidson, seconded Peter Roberts                     

 Nominations from the floor requested           

4. Jamie Dale - Proposed Jenni Dale, seconded Joe Dale                    



The applications were closed as no further nominations were given. As all were unopposed 

the four were elected. 

11. General Business:          

 11.1 Constitution Update.  The proposed new Constitution had been circulated to 

members prior to the AGM. One clause was requested to be re-investigated.  

Officers 6.2 b)   The number of years a committee member must serve on the General 

Committee before being nominated for a flag officer’s position is one (1) year.                    

Change to To be eligible to become a Flag Officer the nominee must have served at least 

one year on the General Committee within the past five (5) years                                              

An amendment to return to the previous wording of the clause was proposed 

P.Webb/M/Ryder        Following a discussion the amendment was agreed and therefore the 

clause will read as current 

 The number of years a committee member must serve on the General Committee before 

being nominated for a flag officer’s position is one (1) year. 

Alan Simpson proposed and Joanna Kidson seconded that the updated Constitution, with 

the acceptance of the original clause 6 2b)  be accepted.   Agreed. 

 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 12.15 pm 

 

    

 

      



COMMODORE’S REPORT TO 2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF LAKE TAUPO 

YACHT CLUB 

What can I say, another challenging year for LTYC. 

We had an inauspicious start to the year with the sinking of P2 at its berth, somewhat 

fortunately, during winter.   With the assistance of insurers and repairers, we were able to 

have P2 back on the water early in the season. 

After starting the year without an elected Rear Commodore, the Committee later confirmed 

Peter Roberts as acting in this capacity.  Thanks to Peter for filling the gap for the year. 

During the year work pressures forced Vice Commodore Mike Hindrup to resign the position, 

which went unfilled for the remainder of the term. 

The Club had the opportunity to purchase 2 well performed 420 dinghies to complete our 

teams racing commitment at 6 boats.  Regrettably the timing of the sale process and the 

need to secure the vessels at a favourable price, meant that we were unable to secure grant 

funding for the purchases.  A trailer is required to transport the boats but funding will need to 

be secured for this before a commitment can be made. 

During the year the Club undertook 2 capital projects in the Clubhouse.  The first was the 

installation of the new alarm system.  Although not universally embraced, the system 

provides the Club with an enhanced level of security, improved reporting and much better 

control of the areas being accessed.  No more keys to be controlled.    

The second project was the improvements required in the kitchen and storage areas to bring 

these up to the minimum required to meet regulatory requirements.  This included the lining 

of storage areas, repair of damaged flooring, a new servery countertop and replacement 

cupboard units.   The cost of this expense is able to be partially recovered from the 

Licensee.    

Club membership has fallen with Individual and family members, Honorary and Life 

members now totalling 130, down from 148 last year.   There does not appear to be any 

particular pattern to the reduced membership. 

No report of the past 12 months would be complete without mentioning arguably the biggest 

challenge to the Club - the arrival of Covid-19.   While the subsequent restrictions removed 

the tail end of the season for club racing, this was the full stop at the end of a period of very 

average sailing conditions where only 2 races were completed in the Centreboard Club 

Championships and only 1 night’s sailing in the larger boats’ Series 5.  The lock down 

restrictions subsequently meant the cancellation of the Easter Trailer Yacht Regatta and the 

CNI Teams Sailing Regatta.   

The Club has also extended a 3 month lease payment holiday to Eat Catering Ltd as a direct 

result of the pandemic event.   Of course there has also been no income generated from 

hireage during this period and no possibility of forward bookings until restrictions ease 

sufficiently to allow larger gatherings and build confidence.                     

Alan Simpson May 2020



   REAR COMMODORES REPORT FOR THE 2019-20 SEASON     

This season has not been without its challenges in more ways than one especially in the 

second half with Covid 19 having a profound effect on the world in a dramatic way. 

Fortunately we in NZ seem to have escaped the worst and at long last are getting back to 

some sort of normality albeit in a very careful way.      

Earlier in the season sailing was a challenge in its own right with either very heavy weather 

or too light causing the fleets to either stay on shore or drift around going nowhere. 

Consequently the Wednesday night series results were made up with few races in some of 

these series.            

As far as the larger yachts were concerned no less than 25 contested the racing during the 

season. These were made up of 4 Sports boats, 1 Keeler and 19 Trailer Yachts, although 

most Wed nights saw only 12 to 15 at best.      

At this stage I wish to thank Peter Webb and Rob Bleakley for acting as Race Officers and 

Course layers on the Trailer Yacht course and John MacLennan and David Sherwood for 

undertaking the majority of the Race officer work on the Centreboard Course, without these 

volunteers we would not be able to race on Wed nights        

We had 0nly 2 regattas this year, the Wooden Boat Regatta on the 16th & 17th November 

and the Centreboard Regatta on the 14th & 15th March.   This Regatta we just squeezed in 

before we were locked down for 4 weeks from the 25th March.   Both these regattas were 

down in numbers which is a sign that people were not travelling maybe with the added 

costs in this day and age.   I also would like to thank all the club members that volunteered 

for these events.           

We were forced to cancel the 420 CNI regatta and also the Trailer Yacht Easter Regatta 

because of Covid 19 and it is fair to say that no sailing took place during this lockdown. 

            

As I remember we only had 1 sailing meeting during the year and I thank those that 

attended and contributed.   The centreboard section of sailing was co-ordinated by Dean 

Roe.   

As sailing is being allowed to start again our winter series will start in earnest on the 14th 

June which will be followed by the new season starting on the 27th Sept.    

I trust all members ( other than  sailing ) will put their names forward at times to assist with 

regattas and the general running of your club instead of leaving it to the few who seem to 

be there all the time . This being the case I hope you all will look forward to the new season.

            

Peter Roberts    

Acting Rear Commodore   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. General Business 
11.1 Remit for consideration 
 

“That this Meeting instruct the incoming General Committee to form a 

subcommittee, comprising of a minimum of five (5) previous Flag Officers of 

Lake Taupo Yacht Club, to review the Constitution as follows: - 

1. Consider the roles of the Vice Commodore and Rear Commodore; 

2. Consider the disestablishment of the position of Immediate Past Commodore; 

3. Consider the creation of a constitutional Sailing Committee. 

 

The General Committee is instructed to report back to the Members within three 

(3) months of this meeting and, if changes to the Constitution are recommended 

by the subcommittee, bring these before a Special General Meeting at least three 

months prior to the next AGM, so that the proposed changes, if passed, be 

effective for the next AGM.”  

 
Proposed – Matt Ryder  Seconded – Phil Clarke 

 
Rationale 
1. It would be unfair to put up a remit proposing to amend the Constitutional roles of the Vice 

and Rear Commodore at the AGM as the Members who have been nominated for, and 

accepted the nomination for these roles, are expecting to undertake the role as per the 

Constitution as it currently stands. Hence the remit to instruct the incoming committee to 

form a subcommittee to review, report back with their findings and hold a Special General 

Meeting (if required) well prior to the next Annual General Meeting so if changes are 

implemented, those nominated for the roles will have a full understanding of what they are 

being nominated for.  

2. The Members who make up the subcommittee should be Members who have previously 

held one of these Flag Officer roles. This is due to these Members fully understanding what 

the roles currently entail, the time involved along with the needs of the Club. It should also be 

composed so that all divisions of the Club are represented – Centreboard, Team Racing and 

Trailer\Keel Boat fleets. 

 
3. The roles of Vice and Rear Commodore:  
The Club, as I understand from long time members, used to take bookings and run the bar 

which was the responsibility of the Vice Commodore, along with the maintenance of the 

Clubhouse. The Rear Commodore has historically been responsible for the sailing 

programme, regattas and the overall sailing operations of the Club.  

The Rear Commodores role is, at present, too big for one person to manage. I look back over 



the past four elected Rear Commodores, Kerry Check, Philip Kidson, Michelle Woodfield 

and myself. All were burnt out at the end of their tenure. I doubt the general Membership has 

a full understanding of the amount of time which this role takes?  
With Eat Catering now managing the Club bookings and bar operations, the workload of the 

Vice Commodore is significantly disproportional to that of the Rear Commodore. The 

maintenance of the building and tenant relations are tasks which could be easily undertaken 

by the General Committee, or a Member outside of Committee, similar to how the 

Membership Secretary operates currently. One member, not necessarily a Commodore, could 

be appointed as the contact point for the tenant. Any issues raised could then be tabled and 

discussed at the next committee meeting for action.  
The subcommittee would need to consider how to help spread the workload of the Rear 

Commodore, should they believe that a change is needed. One possible way could be that 

there are two Commodores working on this load? For example, The Vice Commodore’s 

position could be redefined so that they are generally looking after the Centreboard fleet and 

the Rear Commodore, the Trailer and Keel Boat fleets. Of course, there is overlap here, but 

this will enable the load to be shared. The Vice and Rear Commodore could then co-chair the 

Sailing Committee.  

With the workload shared this should also make these roles more palatable to Members and 

hopefully help prevent the issues of last season whereby we did not have an elected Vice or 

Rear Commodore.  

 
4. I also suggest that the subcommittee would look at establishing if there is merit in the 

Sailing Committee, a subcommittee of the General Committee, being written into the 

Constitution so it is clear what this subcommittee of the General Committee is responsible for 

and where it reports to? This would be especially important should there be two Commodores 

overseeing different fleets of the Club. The Sailing Committee would be the glue between the 

two fleets. 

5. This remit also proposes that the subcommittee would review the position of Immediate 

Past Commodore. This position was created a few years ago and the Club functioned for 

many years without this position. The role of Commodore is one where when the term is up, 

they should step aside and allow the incoming to be able to make their own mark. There have 

been committees I have been on, outside of the LTYC environment, where the past Chair 

staying on has prevented the incoming being able to place their own stamp on the role. This 

change would not however prevent the outgoing Commodore being nominated for a General 

Committee seat. However, in most cases, when stepping down from the Commodores 

position, the outgoing Commodore needs a good break from committee works to recharge as 

they have given a significant contribution of time and energy to the club. 
 

 

 

            

 


